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Benefits of the DKV CARD CLIMATE:

» Active climate protection with 100% offsetting
»
»
»
»

of CO₂-emissions
DKV certification and myclimate certificate
Strengthen company brand
Secure competitive advantages
Generate popular support among customers

Does climate protection
really leave you cold?

DKV EURO SERVICE GmbH + Co. KG
Balcke-Dürr-Allee 3, 40882 Ratingen, Germany
24-h-Service 0800 358 358 3, Fax +49 2102 5518-192
e-mail: info@dkv-euroservice.com, www.dkv-euroservice.com

Refuel CO2-neutral with the
DKV CARD CLIMATE.
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Climate protection that creates competitive advantages

Active contribution to climate protection

You cannot make an omelette without
breaking eggs. In the logistics industry this
means: wherever we drive, we emit CO₂.
How a company deals with these emissions
is questioned and proof demanded more
and more often by business partners.
Emissions can be avoided or reduced to a
certain extent and DKV customers can
offset 100% of the remaining CO₂ immediately. With the DKV CARD CLIMATE, DKV
Euro Service is now offering the world‘s first
climate-neutral fuel card.

Users of the DKV CARD CLIMATE are actively supporting climate protection. With every litre
of fuel they purchase, they are investing an additional amount in certified climate protection
projects and thus contributing to worldwide carbon neutrality.

Sustainable business benefits the brand
In return, your fleet will be driving 100% CO₂-neutral. In addition to the beneficial effects
on the environment, the positive life cycle assessment creates a clear competitive advantage
and strengthens a company‘s brand. Business partners are increasingly preferring companies
whose operations are carbon-neutral. To make this commitment recognisable by those
outside the company, DKV Euro Service and myclimate offer certification. These certificates
affirm a company’s full offsetting of CO₂-emissions.

Yes, I am interested in the DKV CARD CLIMATE
Please contact me.
Name, First Name

DKV climate protection projects (all Gold Standard projects) include:

» Wind energy in Turkey
» Biomass cookers in China
» Solar cookers in Madagascar
myclimate is a strong partner at DKV’s side. The charitable organisation is one of the
world’s leading providers of offsetting measures. myclimate climate protection projects
always fulfil the highest standards (CDM, Gold Standard, Plan Vivo).

Company

Telephone number

e-mail

Can DKV Euro Service be of further help?
You can find further information about myclimate and the
projects at www.myclimate.de and on the DKV website at
www.dkv-euroservice.com/card-climate.

Your partner for effective climate protection – global and local.

You are very welcome to e-mail us directly at:
info@dkv-euroservice.com or fax the completed form to
+49 2102 5518-192.

